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subject judean pillar figurines and ethnic identity in the shadow ... - a general form, were common
throughout the levant during the late iron age. the judean variation, however, appears to have been a unique
material phenomenon, localized almost exclusively within the kingdom of judah.10 jpfs, compared to pillar
gurines from other areas in the levant, are rather plain in their style and ornamentation. Äat 90 tell it in gath
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james w. hardin and jeffrey a. blakely an alternate interpretation of iron age tell en-negila: the relationship
between the transition from bronze to iron in canaan: chronology ... - the earliest iron objects in the
levant have been dated to the late bronze age (waldbaum 1980:76). however, while several syrian sites, such
as ugarit, minet el-beida, and alalakh, yielded iron ob-jects (more than one each), in canaan the number of iron
items dating to this period is limited: an negotiated peripherality in iron age greece - for now is truly a
race of iron, and men never rest from labor and sorrow by day, and from perishing by night; and the gods shall
give them harsh troubles " (lines 174-78). elements of this myth probably go back to bronze age near eastern
stories, but the race of heroes is a greek invention. workshop march 8–10, 2017 - topoi - from the iron age
ii (c. 1000 – 500 bce) levant as a means to investigate production and procurement of textiles made from
distinct fibers in interna-tional economies. loom weights are a nearly ubiquitous component of iron age ii
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dominant in the iron age judahite system (kletter 1998). dome-shaped weights were manufactured from
bronze or were carved from stone. stone was the fa-vored material in the southern levant. the weights of the
judahite system from the iron age iic were usu- ancient trade syllabus - brandeis university - regional,
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cases, politics, not economics, played a defining role when luxury goods served as the centerpiece of
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